UNOCAL AND THE DEMISE OF CORPORATE NEUTRALITY

MARK D. KIELSGARD*

INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in international human rights jurisprudence and the conduct of transnational corporations indicate a changing view of corporate responsibility for human rights norms. Corporations are voluntarily embracing human rights principles as company policy,1 domestic courts in the United States are enforcing jus cogens2 and other norms in cases brought under the Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA),3 and the United Nations Human Rights Commission is considering the formation of a template for international scrutiny of corporate practices that parallels the model for states.4 These trends are modest and at times hotly contested, yet they constitute a fruitful basis for activism. Moreover, these developments trigger a change in corporate accountability, which discredit previous corporate recourse to neutrality arguments sounding in cultural relativism, economic determinism, and non-intervention in domestic affairs. Corporate concession to voluntarism is a concession to the invalidity of corporate neutrality and creates an obligation to proactively ensure human rights protections.

* Mark D. Kielsgard is a former trial attorney and current J.S.D. candidate in International Criminal and Human Rights Law. The author would like to thank his wife, Tamara L. Crouch, for her continuing assistance and encouragement.

1. See generally What is the Global Compact?, http://www.unglobalcompact.org/content/AboutTheGC/Overview_About.htm?iViewId=253 (last visited Sept. 9, 2005).
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commitment:to:alter:corporate:conduct:to:conform:to:human:rights:
norms. However, this criticism jumps to an easy conclusion:and:fails
to:appreciate:the:function:of:voluntarism:or:recognize:the:indispensa-
policies:and:rhetoric:to:prod:the:corporations:into:compliance:or:ulti-
mately, against:them:for:impeachment:purposes. Moreover, voluntar-
conform:to:international:law. It:provides:an:intellectual:response:
accountability. Voluntarism, though largely ineffectual in a vacuum,
and:policies, come:more:binding:norms:and:international:oversight
Transnational:Corporations:and:Other:Business:Enterprises:with:Re-
gard:to:Human:Rights.8 Moreover, recent:developments:in:the:ATCA
have:given:new:momentum:to:the:call:for:binding:corporate:account-

This:article:will:survey:some:recent:issues:in:international:busi-
ity:to:human:rights:issues:including:new:developments:for:the:estab-

5. See generally Terry Collingsworth, “Corporate Social Responsibility,” Unmasked,
2005).
7. See U.S. Dep’t of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, Fact
Sheet: Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights (Feb. 20, 2001),
summary judgment, 110 F. Supp. 2d 1294 (C.D. Cal. 2000), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, 395
F.3d 932 (9th Cir. 2002), vacated, reh’g granted en banc, 395 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2003), sub-
mmission withdrawn, 403 F.3d 708 (9th Cir. 2005).
tionally, this article will show the value of corporate voluntarism for subsequent impeachment purposes and will be at once contextual, descriptive, analytical, and participatory by exploring the significance of the Unocal settlement in the context of the asynchronous dichotomy extant in the corporate accountability debate between voluntarism and binding norms. Simultaneously, this article seeks to actively participate by impeaching the dubious claims to human rights adherance made by Unocal and significant portions of the international business community on the basis of their claims made in the *Alvarez-Machain* case and to generally contribute to the reformation of the practices of transnational corporations.

**Voluntarism vs. Binding Norms**

December 2004 saw a landmark settlement in the case of *John Doe v. Unocal Corporation*.11 The complaint had been filed by a group of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and private attorneys12 on behalf of fourteen Burmese villagers more than eight years earlier and sounded in the ATCA.13 The complaint alleged that in the course of constructing the Yadana gas pipeline through Burma/Myanmar the defendant corporation partnered with the brutal military regime in power (SLORC)14 and conspired to cause human rights violations "including coerced labor, the forced removal of vil-

---

11. 963 F. Supp. at 880.
14. 395 F.3d at 937-38. SLORC is the abbreviation for the State Law and Order Restoration Council. *Id.* at 937.
lagers, murder, rape, and other torture . . .”15 Among the specific
counts were allegations that they burned down two houses, seized the
villagers’ household possessions, kicked a nursing mother with her in-
fant into a fire (ultimately causing the baby’s death),16 forced villager
relocation, forced villager labor or extorted bribes in lieu of labor, beat
an 18-year-old villager (who subsequently died of his injuries) beyond
recognition,17 confiscated property and livestock (including chickens,
cows, pigs and harvested grains), required the payment of a fee in or-
der for villagers to farm their own land, and later imposed restrictions
on villager movements preventing them from harvesting their crops.18
Additionally, village officials were allegedly abducted, bound in the
center of the village, and punished through the use of water torture for
failure to provide sufficient labor.19 Some of those forced to labor
were literally beaten to death.20 Multiple women suffered rape or at-
tempted rape,21 and pregnant women and children were forced to en-
dure hard labor if the men were dead or unable to work.22 During
1996, “SLORC soldiers . . . tied a noose around the neck of [one vil-
gage’s leader], killed at least eight people, and tortured one youth.”23

According to Unocal’s stated human rights policy, Human Rights
and Unocal: A Discussion Paper,24 as “[a]n American company that is
more than a century old, Unocal is proud of its global reputation . . .
we take to heart our commitment ‘to improve the lives of people
wherever we work[,]’”25 and “[o]ur goal at Unocal is to operate as an
‘island of integrity’ wherever we do business.”26 Unocal says that it

15. Ctr. for Constitutional Rights, Docket: Doe v. Unocal, Synopsis, Jan. 31, 2005,
nmmm&Content=45.
16. Third Amended Complaint for Damages and Injunctive and Declaratory Relief
for summary judgment, 110 F. Supp. 2d 1294 (C.D. Cal. 2000), aff’d in part, rev’d in part,
395 F.3d 932 (9th Cir. 2002), vacated, reh’g granted en banc, 395 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2003),
submission withdrawn, 403 F.3d 708 (9th Cir. 2003) (No. CV 96-6959-RAP (BQRx)).
17. Id. paras. 67-77. John Doe IX was required to pay approximately 70% of his in-
come to SLORC in extorted fees, including forced labor fees. Id. para. 138.
18. Id. paras. 83-92.
19. Id. para. 89(e).
20. Id. para. 89(c).
21. Id. paras. 93-95.
22. Id. para. 101.
23. Id. para. 118.
(subsequently removed from Unocal website, seeinfra note 158).
25. Id. (follow “Our Position” hyperlink).
26. Id. (follow “Next Steps” hyperlink).
“ha[s] seen time and again how [its] presence has improved the quality of life for people . . . .” The Discussion Paper further contends that “Unocal supports the Universal Declaration of Human Rights[,]” which explicitly prohibits the behavior alleged in the complaint. The credibility of Unocal’s claims is cast in doubt in light of the recent settlement of the Burma/Myanmar case.

While the terms of the settlement are confidential, plaintiffs contend, “the settlement in principle will compensate plaintiffs and provide funds enabling plaintiffs and their representatives to develop programs to improve living conditions, health care and education and protect the rights of people from the pipeline region.” Unocal states that it “reaffirms its principle that the company respects human rights in all of its activities and commits to enhance its educational programs to further this principle.” This ATCA action represents the first case of its kind to survive two motions for summary judgment, the first via appeal to the Ninth Circuit in 2002, and the second in September 2004 despite amicus briefs filed by U.S. government lawyers. These victories undoubtedly led to the settlement three months later. Plaintiffs’ attorneys (from the Center for Constitutional Rights) stated that the “Ninth Circuit decision is a remarkable victory not just for the plaintiffs involved, but for the effort to hold corporations responsible for their participation in atrocities abroad and at home in the name of shareholder profits.”

27. Id. (follow “Business and Human Rights” hyperlink).
28. Id. (follow “Universal Declaration of Human Rights” hyperlink).
29. The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights establishes a common standard, inter alia, the right to life (Article 3), the prohibition against slavery or servitude (Article 4), freedom from torture and cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment (Article 5), equal protection under the law (Article 7), freedom from arbitrary arrest or detention (Article 9), “freedom of movement . . . within the borders of each [country]” (Article 13(1)), right to own property and not be arbitrarily deprived of that property (Article 17), “the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable” working conditions (Article 23(1)), “the right to just and favourable remuneration” (Article 23(3)), and the entitlement of special consideration for motherhood and childhood (Article 25(2)). Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A, at 71, U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., 1st plen. Mtg., U.N. Doc A/810 (Dec. 12, 1948), available at http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html.
31. Id.
32. Doe v. Unocal Corp., 395 F.3d 932, 962 (9th Cir. 2002), vacated, reh’g granted en banc, 395 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2003), submission withdrawn, 403 F.3d 708 (9th Cir. 2005).
33. Ctr. for Constitutional Rights, supra note 15.
34. Id.
35. Id.
Perhaps the most remarkable lesson from the Unocal settlement is the discrepancy between the corporation's human rights policy and the atrocities over which it has arguably assumed some liability, at least by implication. The apparent failure of Unocal's human rights policy is that it is a product of corporate voluntarism, grounded in self-imposed, non-binding norms. This case also does not appear to be singular as there are numerous examples of other transnational corporations who are also allegedly complicit in the commission of atrocities abroad (in apparent violation of their own corporate human rights policies).

36. It should be noted that Unocal did not develop its discussion paper until after the atrocities alleged in the complaint, see Unocal Corp., http://www.unocal.com (last visited Oct. 5, 2005), but the language in the document of being "proud of its [100 year] global reputation[,]" its assertion that it has seen "how [its] presence has improved the quality of life. . . ." and "[the main difference between our activities in other countries decades ago and in Myanmar now, is that Myanmar has become highly politicized, even though our approach has remained the same."

37. Some other allegations of corporate complicity in human rights atrocities include, inter alia, the activities of Royal Dutch/Shell oil group who allegedly conspired to commit the extra-judicial execution of environmental and community leaders Ken Saro-Wiwa and John Kpuinen by hanging, the torture and unlawful detention of other individuals, and the shooting of a woman peacefully protesting the destruction of her crops, in an attempt to suppress the Ogoni peoples' opposition to the defendants' long history of environmental and human rights abuses in the Ogoni region of Nigeria, pursuant to their efforts to build a pipeline. See Wiwa v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., No. 96 Civ. 8386 (KMW), 2002 WL 319887 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 28, 2002). Another example is the alleged intimidation of union leaders in Guatemala by Fresh Del Monte Produce, Inc., which took the form of torture, kidnapping, unlawful detention, crimes against humanity, denial of the right to associate and organize and extra-judicial killing. See Villeda v. Fresh Del Monte Produce, Inc., 305 F. Supp. 2d 1285 (S.D. Fla. Dec. 12, 2003). Further examples include the systematic violations of human rights, including summary execution, torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, to suppress peaceful protests against Chevron's environmental practices in Parahe, Opia, and Ikenyan, Nigeria, see Bowoto v. Chevron, 312 F. Supp. 2d 1229 (N.D. Cal. 2004), the unauthorized spraying of toxic herbicides by DynCorp in an effort to eradicate cocaine and heroin crops in Ecuador, which resulted in medical problems including congenital birth defects, permanent skin irritations, blisters, death, loss of subsistence crops and livestock, as well as torture, crimes against humanity, genocide, and extra-judicial killing. Class Action Complaint for Equitable Relief and Damages at 5-11, 16-18, 24-26, Arias v. DynCorp., No. 1:01CV01908 (RWR) (D.D.C. 2001), available at http://www.laborrights.org/projects/corporate/dyncorp/ dyncorpcomplaint.doc, and alleged extra-judicial killing, torture, and crimes against humanity against villagers from Aceh, Indonesia at the hands of Indonesian military who, although responsible for the massacres in East Timor, were hired by Exxon Mobil to provide security for its natural gas facilities, and who perpetrated these human rights abuses on Exxon Mobil compounds after Exxon Mobil had specific knowledge of the atrocities committed by its security forces, see Complaint for Equitable Relief Damages at 12-25, 27-31, Doe v. Exxon Mobil Corp., No. 01CV01357 (D.D.C. 2001), available at http://www.laborrights.org/projects/corporate/ exxon/exxoncomplaint.pdf. Still more examples include the targeting and extermination of trade union leaders with the consent of managers in Coca-Cola bottling plants in Colombia by paramilitaries, see Sinaltrainal v. Coca-Cola Co., 256 F. Supp. 2d 1345 (S.D. Fla. 2003), the extra-judicial killing of trade union leaders by paramilitaries allegedly hired by Drummond Company Inc. in Colombia, see Estate of Rodriguez v. Drummond Co. Inc., 256 F. Supp. 2d
rights policies). The Unocal atrocities were, arguably, illustrative of the continuing failure of voluntarism, yet voluntarism was ultimately vindicated by the settlement,\textsuperscript{39} at least to the extent that it was useful to impeach Unocal with its own statements.\textsuperscript{40} Nonetheless, the Unocal case pointedly displays the need to move toward more binding norms of international corporate responsibility.

In an address to the World Economic Forum on January 28, 2001, U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan asked, "how do you explain ... why the global system of rules ... is tougher in protecting intellectual property rights than in protecting fundamental human rights?"\textsuperscript{41} He described corporate responsibility as the refusal to finance warlords and other massive human rights violators (with governmental or quasi-governmental authority), the distribution of medicines for endemic diseases, the resolution of armed conflicts, the building of necessary infrastructure, and the improvement of local market economies, as well as debt relief, development assistance, and the opening of markets in the industrialized states to developing nations.\textsuperscript{42} Kofi Annan advocated making human rights policy an integral element of the business model for transnational corporations doing business in the developing world but was silent on the issue of imposing enforceable


\textsuperscript{39} The Unocal settlement may encourage other companies to settle their ATCA cases and to take sincere steps to abide by human rights norms abroad. However, because of "very high standard[s] of legal and factual proof[,]" only six out of approximately forty comparable cases filed since 1996 have survived an initial motion to dismiss. Interview by Amy Goodman with Sandra Coliver, Executive Director, Center for Justice and Accountability, on-air with Democracy Now! (Dec. 16, 2004), available at http://www.democracynow.org (enter Sandra Coliver under "search for" archives; then click on "Unocal Settles Landmark Human Rights Case with Burmese Villagers" hyperlink).

\textsuperscript{40} Unocal's code of good conduct was an important feature of the ATCA litigation and "came back to haunt that company when it was sued for human rights violations." Eric Engle, \textit{Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): Market-Based Remedies for International Human Rights Violations?}, 40 \textit{WILLAMETTE L. REV.} 103, 112 n.66 (2004).

\textsuperscript{41} Kofi Annan, U.N. Sec'y-Gen., In Address to the World Economic Forum, Secretary-General Says Globalization Must Work for All (Jan. 28, 2001), http://www.unis.unvienna.org/unis/pressrels/2001/sg2772.html.

\textsuperscript{42} Id.
binding norms. In short, he was discussing voluntarism. Corporate responsibility for business activities under public international law necessarily discloses a dichotomy between voluntarism and binding corporate accountability.

In responding to the call for corporate accountability for human rights violations, some industry representatives opine that the "the chief mission of businesses . . . is to create wealth and generate profits for [their] shareholders" and that the maintenance of human rights is a function (and responsibility) of government. Opponents of corporate responsibility argue that it would be improper for corporations to impose their western values on other states, that transnational corporate influence will spur domestic economic development and give rise to a middle class who will demand human rights without the necessity of direct corporate intervention, that human rights is a political question, and that business should not interfere with domestic politics. Thus, critics argue cultural relativism, economic determinism, and non-intervention in domestic affairs. On the other hand, proponents of the applicability of human rights norms argue that doing business in the developing world already imposes "western" cultural ideals, such as capitalism, and that economic determinism takes too long and typically does not work, as the profits usually do not trickle down in order to create a middle class. Finally, reluctance to interfere in domestic

43. See id.
45. Id.
46. Id.
47. Economic determinism has been criticized as simplistic, flawed, and lacking empirical support. In his book, Setting Global Standards: Guidelines for Creating Codes of Conduct in Multinational Corporations, author S. Prakash Sethi argues,

[Multinational Corporations] and the governments of industrially advanced countries have asserted, albeit gratuitously, that the greater expansion of international trade and economic growth will lead to a fostering of democratic institutions and improvement in the human rights records of developing countries where authoritarian and totalitarian regimes currently hold sway. Such assertions are made almost as truisms. Yet they are actually untenable.

S. PRakash Sethi, SETTING GLOBAL STANDARDS, GUIDELINES FOR CREATING CODES OF CONDUCT IN MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS 6 (John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 2003). Sethi adds, "Globalization and the dominant role of MNCs do not provide any mechanisms to enhance a country's economic infrastructure and instead push lower its already meager fiscal resources . . . ." Id. at 9. Timothy Smith, President of Social Investment Forum and former Executive Director of Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility, asserts,

[S]weatshops and human rights abuses are not an inevitable price of economic growth in poorer countries or of profits for transnational corporations. Instead, they destroy democratic values and harm free enterprise. Multinational corporations cannot earn public trust without comprehensive independent external moni-
policy is a baseless reason as corporations routinely interfere in order to influence domestic policy as it relates to their ability to conduct business.48

All three theories relied upon by traditional opponents are antithetical not only to binding norms but to the concept of voluntarism. Corporations that publicly embrace voluntarism can no longer advocate these traditional arguments because they lay bare the hypocrisy of corporate neutrality. The Global Compact states that “[b]usinesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights” (Principle 1) and they should “make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses” (Principle 2).49 These norms, voluntarily (and publicly) accepted by many of the world’s corporate leaders,50 pointedly contradict core assertions of cultural relativism, economic determinism, and non-intervention. Principle 1 proclaims the international applicability, and therefore universality of human rights, which, by definition, repudiates cultural relativism.51

48. Sane, supra note 44.
51. In its discussion paper, Unocal claimed to adhere to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Unocal Corp., supra note 24 (follow “Universal Declaration of Human Rights” hyperlink), but the Universal Declaration proclaims its universality “as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, . . . [and] to secure their universal and effective recognition and observance,” Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note
Nor is it plausible to maintain that going into business with nations that systematically engage in massive human rights abuses, and consequently enriching and empowering these ruthless regimes, "support[s] and respect[s] the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights." Finally, non-intervention is antithetical to Principle 2, which implies the responsibility of boycotting all host nations with reputations for human rights violations. This position is further supported by the U.S.-U.K. Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights, which call upon corporations to conduct risk assessments and to "consider the available human rights records of public security forces, paramilitaries, local and national law enforcement . . ." and state that, "[c]ompanies have an interest in ensuring that actions taken by governments, particularly the actions of public security providers, are consistent with the protection and promotion of human rights." This creates a duty on the part of the corporation to either boycott the host nation or intervene as it relates to human rights protection and is thereby antithetical to non-interventionism.

The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights further stipulate that "individuals credibly implicated in human rights abuses should not provide security services for [c]ompanies." Yet, although Exxon and Unocal are signatories to these principles, both are alleged to have violated them. Exxon allegedly hired veteran Indonesian military personnel who were responsible for the massive human rights abuses, including mass murder in East Timor, as security of their natural gas facility in Aceh, Indonesia. Unocal partnered with SLORC, whose reputation for violence, forced labor, and abundant human rights abuses were well documented prior to Unocal’s participation in the pipeline project.

29. In this clear and unambiguous language, the Declaration repudiates any notions that human rights are malleable from one culture to the next and refutes any legitimacy for corporate reliance on cultural relativism with respect to human rights norms.

52. The Ten Principles, supra note 49.
53. U.S. Dep’t of State, supra note 7.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Complaint for Equitable Relief Damages, supra note 37, at 12-17.
The Unocal Corporation continues to rely on economic determinism as a panacea for corporate misconduct by insisting that the economic development it allegedly brings to host nations produces economic opportunity and thereby develops liberalization of government policy. In a news release, Unocal discussed the Yadana project in Burma/Myanmar, and while "not defend[ing] the actions and policies of ... Myanmar," stated "[t]he Yadana project, which has brought significant benefits in health care, education, and economic opportunity to more than 45,000 people living in the pipeline area, is a step in the right direction."\(^{58}\) Conversely, in 1995, Human Rights Watch "informed Unocal that forced labor was 'so pervasive' in [Myanmar] that [it could not] condone any investment that would enrich the [country's] current regime.\(^{59}\) Thus, Human Rights Watch argues that the practical effect of economic determinism not only precludes economic opportunity, but also enriches and strengthens the regimes committing the atrocities. Unocal still clings to outmoded paradigms of corporate responsibility that are in binary opposition to the fundamental principles of voluntarism to which it also claims to subscribe. Unocal continues to attach primacy to political and ethical neutrality as described in its Discussion Paper: "Unocal . . . has a legal and ethical obligation to remain politically neutral."\(^{60}\) Unocal employs the excuse of political neutrality to avoid the human rights obligations it purports to support in its corporate ethics policy, but embraces active intervention in domestic economic issues by partnering with a host nation in the furtherance of corporate profits. Therefore, it relies on the refrain of corporate neutrality or actively engages in intervention depending upon its perceived self-interest.

The glaring contradictions extant in the posturing of corporations like Unocal and Exxon that try to simultaneously subscribe to the opposing ideologies of neutrality and voluntarism cause many to question the benefit of voluntarism and call for the imposition of binding

---


\(^{60}\) Unocal Corp., supra note 24.
norms. Indeed many theorists claim that, "[i]n the absence of a framework of legal accountability, voluntary approaches will often be ineffective and will remain contested."61 Legal accountability can come in the form of direct or indirect obligations and soft and hard law. Like many other human rights instruments, Article 2(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights calls upon state parties "to respect and . . . ensure . . . the rights recognized in the Covenant . . ."62 and therefore obligates governments to protect the rights of those in their territories against third parties, including corporations.63 This norm is indirectly placed on businesses as it stems from international obligation and flows through national governments.64 The direct obligation flows from international law and is operative when governments "are unable or unwilling to [afford protection] themselves."65 It is this second scenario that produces the controversy. International norms do not specifically target nations that have concisely defined adherence to human rights and efficient internal regulatory structures, but rather those states without adequate legal and regulatory safeguards or which suffer widespread corruption. Corporate voluntarism alone is not enough. In some cases, voluntary norms can be easy to implement "because they are adapted to the circumstances of particular industries or firms."66 However, where corporations have no indirect obligations and there is a significant profit motive to ignore human rights norms, voluntarism may be viewed as counter-productive and costly. Ethical problems are usually decided on the basis of profitability,67 and "[w]hile we may expect a corporation to behave ethically when it costs nothing, we should realistically expect the corporation to maximise its profits when behaving ethically will reduce profits, even when that means exploiting sweat-


62. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art. 2(1), Dec. 16, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171. Article 2(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights relates, "Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant . . ." Id. (emphasis added).

63. INT'L COUNCIL ON HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY, supra note 61.

64. Id.

65. Id.

66. Id.

shop labour . . . .”\textsuperscript{68} Moreover, corporations can be particularly susceptible when the state is committing the gravamen of the human rights violations, allowing corporations to wash their hands of the atrocities and rely upon the refrain of non-interference,\textsuperscript{69} even though the massive violations are perpetrated in order to enhance corporate profit.\textsuperscript{70} In these cases, “a legal framework provides powerful tools and incentives for improvement” and in cases where voluntarism is working, “anchoring these in a legal framework is likely to enhance their effectiveness.”\textsuperscript{71}

The rewards of implementing binding international norms on transnational corporations are manifest. Not only are these corporations in the best position to influence relevant state policy and practice in the countries where human rights are at greatest risk,\textsuperscript{72} they can enjoy some pecuniary benefit as well, since companies that practice voluntarism are placed on an equal footing with those who do not.\textsuperscript{73} Under a strict cost-benefit analysis, corporations must weigh the benefits of the establishment of a clear bright line minimum standard as against uncertainty of obligation and the potential public relations benefits inherent in such enlightened practices.\textsuperscript{74} Moreover, uncer-


\textsuperscript{69} The Ninth Circuit’s Unocal opinion responds to the issue of non-interference, at least for American companies and concerning the most serious human rights violations, and invalidates this approach by using an “aiding and abetting” standard. Doe v. Unocal Corp., 395 F.3d 932, 950 (9th Cir. 2002). In establishing the standard, the Court relied upon a slight modification of the Furundzija standard used by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, and articulates, “we may impose aiding and abetting liability for knowing practical assistance or encouragement which has a substantial effect on the perpetration of the crime . . . .” Id. at 951.

\textsuperscript{70} Some examples include the Unocal case, in which the human rights violations were caused by the military arm of SLORC, Wiwa v. Royal Dutch Petroleum, in which the Nigerian army inflicted the massive human rights suffering of the Ogoni peoples and Bowoto v. Chevron, in which the Nigerian army brought about the suffering of those protesting Chevron’s intolerable environmental practices. See supra note 37.

\textsuperscript{71} INT’L COUNCIL ON HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY, supra note 61.

\textsuperscript{72} Transnational corporations frequently have superior bargaining power over smaller nations as they offer economic development and a ready market for natural resources upon which the poorer nations depend. See generally Unocal Corp., supra note 24. This bargaining power with partner nations allows corporations to influence their activities and could, if asserted properly, act as a tremendous resource for remediating poor human rights practices in all countries with which the corporations do business. This capability is alluded to in Unocal’s Discussion Paper, which states, “the nature of our business . . . creates long-term relationships with host country leaders and other key decision makers,” and “[o]ften, . . . Unocal is able to raise concerns about human rights issues and privately present our views.” Unocal Corp., supra note 24.

\textsuperscript{73} See INT’L COUNCIL ON HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY supra note 61.

\textsuperscript{74} See id.
tainty can lead to unfair competitive advantages, alien tort claims risks, uncertainty regarding budgeting requirements for foreign projects, investor flight, and the risk of substantial loss of good faith amongst consumers. Encouraging human rights initiatives also builds "a stable and peaceful society in which [transnational corporations] can prosper and attract the best and the brightest employees."76

The advantage of implementing an international legal structure, which imposes binding norms and corporate responsibility, is not overlooked by the United Nations. The Sub-Commission on Human Rights established a working group in 1998 to examine the activities of transnational corporations (Resolution 1998/8). Ultimately, this resulted in the Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with Regard to Human Rights (Resolution 2003/16). This document asserts that corporations and those connected with them have human rights obligations and responsibilities. It calls for non-discriminatory treatment, security of persons including, inter alia, refraining from engaging in or "benefit[ing] from war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide, torture, forced disappearance, forced . . . labour, hostage-taking . . . ". It provides rights for the workers including those who are nationals of developing states and ensures them an adequate standard of living. It prohibits corporations from soliciting or receiving bribes and references con-

---

75. See generally id.
78. Id. para. 3; see also Norms, supra note 4.
79. Norms, supra note 4, paras. 3-4.
80. Id. § C(3). Section D(5) states, "Transnational corporations and other business enterprises shall not use forced or compulsory labour as forbidden by the relevant international instruments and national legislation as well as international human rights and humanitarian law." Id. § D(5).
81. Id. § D. Section D(8) states, "Transnational corporations and other business enterprises shall provide workers with remuneration that ensures an adequate standard of living for them and their families. Such remuneration shall take due account of their needs for adequate living conditions with a view towards progressive improvement." Id. § D(8).
82. Id. § E(11). Section E(11) states,
sumer protection and the protection of the environment in accordance with national standards and those under international agreements and principles.83

These norms have been lauded as "a landmark step in holding businesses accountable for their human rights abuses . . . ."84 However, the norms must be binding and the provisions implemented in order to achieve the benefits for both the developing nations and the corporations.85 Resolution 2003/16 goes beyond voluntarism86 as it incorporates implementation provisions, such as unilateral monitoring, NGO involvement, state scrutiny, and provisions for adequate reparations.87 These provisions arguably go farther than other multilateral

Transnational corporations and other business enterprises shall not offer, promise, give, accept, condone, knowingly benefit from, or demand a bribe or other improper advantage, nor shall they be solicited or expected to give a bribe or other improper advantage to any Government, public official, candidate for elective post, any member of the armed forces or security forces, or any other individual or organization. Transnational corporations and other business enterprises shall refrain from any activity which supports, solicits or encourages States or any other entities to abuse human rights. They shall further seek to ensure that the goods and services they provide will not be used to abuse human rights.

Id.

83. Id. §§ F(13), G(14). Section G(14) states, "Transnational corporations and other business enterprises shall carry out their activities in accordance with national laws, regulations, administrative practices and policies relating to the preservation of the environment ... in accordance with relevant international agreements, principles, objectives, responsibilities and standards with regard to the environment as well as human rights . . . ." Id. § G(14).

84. Weissbrodt & Kruger, supra note 76, at 901.

85. The U.N. Commission on Human Rights has indicated that the draft norms (Resolution 2003/16) adopted by the Sub-Commission, see Norms, supra note 4, currently have "no legal standing" but their status should be made more clear in the final report for the March 2005 meeting. UN Examines Human Rights Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations, EURACTIV, Nov. 5, 2004, http://www.globalpolicy.org/reform/business/2004/1105humanrights.htm.


87. Norms, supra note 4, § H. Section H(15) recommends that transnational corporations "adopt, disseminate and implement internal rules . . . in compliance with the Norms." Id. § H(15). It also suggests the implementation of periodic compliance reports and "application and incorporation [of] these Norms in their contracts or other arrangements and dealings with contractors, subcontractors, suppliers, licensees, distributors, or natural or other legal persons that enter into any agreement with the transnational corporation . . . ." Id.
guidelines, such as the United Nations' *Global Compact*, the Office of Economic Co-Operation and Development’s (OECD) *Guidelines for Multinational Corporations*, the International Labor Organization’s (ILO) *Tripartite Declaration of Principles Concerning Multinational Corporations*, the ILO’s *Labour Conventions and Recommendations*, and the United States Department of State’s and United

Section H(16) recommends that transnational corporations be subject to periodic monitoring by the U.N. and other relevant bodies and that the monitoring shall be transparent with input from stakeholders including NGOs and that transnational corporations shall conduct their own human rights impact studies. *Id.* § H(16). Paragraph 17 calls upon States to “reinforce the necessary legal and administrative framework for ensuring that the Norms and other relevant national and international laws are implemented by transnational corporations . . . .” *Id.* § H(17). Paragraph 18 calls for reparations for those “adversely affected by failures to comply with these Norms” including civil and criminal sanctions. *Id.* § H(18).


Kingdom’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office’s *U.S.-U.K. Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights.* However, Resolution 2003/16 is still not memorialized in treaty or enshrined in international customary law. It reflects a guideline for conduct, which goes beyond voluntarism but is nonetheless “soft law.” Soft law “starts in the form of recommendations and over a period of time may be viewed as interpreting treaties and helping to establish custom or may serve as the basis for the later drafting of treaties.” Thus, the current enforceability of the norms is steeped in ambiguity but is on the fast track for developing into binding international law. The current application of the Resolution can be seen, inter alia, for Alien Tort Claims actions, as a framework for NGO press releases concerning corporate responsibility, and as a context for corporate public relations.

Some advocates of Resolution 2003/16 argue that efforts to encourage corporate voluntarism should be discontinued in favor of pursuing an agenda calling for more binding norms on corporate behavior. In a letter to Secretary-General Kofi Annan, Michael Posner of...
Human Rights First (formerly Lawyers Committee for Human Rights) expressed concerns over the fortuity of the U.N. Global Compact as he feared the forum's integrity was compromised as a marketing tool for some corporations who have seriously violated its basic principles, that "the Global Compact [should] adopt . . . a more results-oriented" structure by adherence of its members to Resolution 2003/16, and noted with disappointment that some corporate Global Compact members have mounted "unfounded attacks against the U.N. Norms." This critique poignantly charges that corporate voluntarism alone is ineffective.

In response, U.N. representatives heading up the Global Compact indicate that they have introduced a set of integrity measures, but nonetheless acknowledge that "[t]he Global Compact is neither a regulatory mechanism nor a seal of approval for the performance of those participating in it." Clearly, initiatives, such as the Global Compact, alone will not solve the problem of corporate complicity in human rights transgressions, but will serve to diminish the problem. In support of this proposition, the U.N. representatives cite a "study by the consulting firm McKinsey & Company . . . [which] found that, in several important respects, the Global Compact has already been a significant force for positive change." Yet, some critics go farther and suggest that Resolution 2003/16 is also inadequate and observe that it does not address the issue of the wage disparity between the developing and the industrialized states. "[T]he concept of fair compensation [is] clearly ambiguous." The

99. Id. at 1.
100. Id. at 3.
101. Id.
102. These representatives were John Ruggie, Special Advisor to the Secretary-General on the Global Compact, and George Kell, Executive Head of the Global Compact, Office of the Secretary-General. Letter from John Ruggie, Special Advisor to the Sec'y-Gen on the Global Compact and Georg Kell, Executive Head of the Global Compact, Office of Sec'y-Gen, to Michael Posner, Executive Dir. of Human Rights First (June 22, 2004), available at http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/workers_rights/pdf/un_response_ruggie_kell_062204.pdf.
103. Id; see also United Nations Global Compact, Global Compact Integrity Measures (2004), http://www.unglobalcompact.org/irj/servlet/prt/portal/prtroot/com.sapportals.km.docs/ungc_html_content/AboutTheGC/HowToParticipate/integrity_measures.pdf.
104. Ruggie & Kell, supra note 102.
105. Id.
106. The UN Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights has Drafted Norms that Signal a Possible Advent of Compulsory CSR but Continue to Legitimize a Structure that Generates Sheer Inequality Between North and South, CORP. SOC., RESP. & HUM. RTS. (Jus Semper Global Alliance, Living Wages North and South), Sept. 2003, at 2, available at http://www.jussemper.org/Resources/Corporate%20Activity/Resources/CSRandHRnorms.pdf.
international standard leaves open for interpretation what constitutes an adequate standard of living and reinforces two standards: one for the south (developing nations) and another for the north (industrialized nations). Critics contend that, "what these Norms must address is the dramatic exploitation of Southern workers that multinationals practice on a daily basis as endorsed in the criteria of prevailing national conditions . . . ."  

The impatience expressed by these criticisms is understandable; however, the only way to effect real change is incrementally, through consensus building. If the Resolution required equality of wages between workers in developing states and industrialized ones, then it would not be taken seriously and nothing could be accomplished. This conclusion is not meant to diminish the problem of inadequate remuneration for workers in developing states, but to acknowledge that this goal can only be achieved pragmatically. Critics of voluntarism and of Resolution 2003/16 fail to recognize the necessity of compromise. Voluntarism is an exercise in consensus building, plays an indispensable role in exposing illegitimate rationalizations sounding in corporate neutrality, and acts as a bridge from corporate autonomy to binding norms. By persuading corporations to voluntarily assume some responsibility, the road is paved for initiatives such as Resolution 2003/16 and ultimately more binding rules and more egalitarian practices.

THE VALUE OF IMPEACHMENT

One key advantage of corporate voluntarism overlooked by its critics is its utility as an impeachment tool, both in the context of public relations and for the purposes of legal actions. Trial attorneys have long known of the powerful impact of prior inconsistent statements and most contemporary lawsuits rely on the deposition or request for admissions from adverse parties to use for subsequent impeachment. The issuance of corporate human rights policies and acquiescence to international initiatives, like the Global Compact, pledges the corporations to adhere to certain standards of behavior and puts them on the record vis-à-vis their responsibility for human rights norms. If these corporations violate human rights, then the use of the company policy to impeach them, either in a public relations forum or in a lawsuit, can have a devastating impact. The impeachment can be directed at spe-

107. Id. at 2-3.
108. Id. at 2.
cific assertions by the defense or the general veracity of certain corporate leaders complicit in the atrocities alleged. The function of corporate voluntarism for impeaching the intellectual basis of corporate neutrality has been discussed above, but it also serves to impeach specific behavior of corporations, as well as to circumvent their arguments against the imposition of more binding norms.

An example of the value of voluntarism for impeaching specific corporate conduct can be readily seen in the Unocal case\textsuperscript{109} and the issue of forced labor. In its \textit{Discussion Paper}, Unocal asserted that, "[o]ur critics have accused us of using forced labor in building the pipeline across Myanmar to the Thai border. These accusations are absolutely false."\textsuperscript{110} The human rights documents Unocal claims to adopt, including the Global Sullivan Principles, prohibit "unacceptable worker treatment such as the exploitation of children, physical punishment, female abuse, \textit{involuntary servitude}, or other forms of abuse."\textsuperscript{111} Article 4 of the \textit{Universal Declaration of Human Rights} prohibits servitude\textsuperscript{112} and principle 4 of the \textit{Global Compact} calls for "the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour."\textsuperscript{113} Not surprisingly, forced labor also is in violation of the Unocal Code of Conduct mandating "freedom from forced labor."\textsuperscript{114} Yet, despite these voluntary norms, the Ninth Circuit found that, "Unocal's weak protestations notwithstanding, there is little doubt that the record contains substantial evidence creating a material question of fact as to whether forced labor was used in connection with the construction of..."
the pipeline."\textsuperscript{115} Moreover, the Ninth Circuit found, "[t]he evidence also supports the conclusion that Unocal gave practical assistance to the Myanmar Military in subjecting Plaintiffs to forced labor."\textsuperscript{116}

While the Discussion Paper absolutely denied the use of forced labor,\textsuperscript{117} the president of Unocal had previously made a statement to human rights organizations in 1995 conceding that the "Myanmar Military might be using forced labor . . ." and stating that, ""[p]eople are threatening physical damage to the pipeline," that 'if you threaten the pipeline there's gonna [sic] be more military,' and that 'if forced labor goes hand and glove with the military yes there will be more forced labor.'"\textsuperscript{118}

Additionally, the Discussion Paper claims, "[n]o credible source has ever called our attention to evidence that any forced labor was used on the project."\textsuperscript{119} Yet, years before, in 1995, "Unocal Representative Robinson confirmed to Unocal President Imle that the Myanmar Military might be committing human rights violations in connection with the Project."\textsuperscript{120} Robinson stated that he was in possession of information "from human rights organizations 'which depicted in more detail than I have seen before the increased encroachment of [the Myanmar military's] activities into the villages of the pipeline area.'"\textsuperscript{121} Furthermore, that same year Amnesty International informed Unocal that the Myanmar military might use forced labor based upon representations made by a Myanmar official.\textsuperscript{122} Additionally, on December 11, 1995, a private consultant, John Haseman,\textsuperscript{123} hired by Unocal reported that "the Myanmar Military was . . . using forced labor and committing other human rights violations in connection with the [pipeline]" and stated that,

\begin{quote}
[M]y conclusion is that egregious human rights violations have occurred, and are occurring now, in southern Burma. The most common are forced relocation without compensation of families from land near/along the
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{115} Doe v. Unocal Corp., 395 F.3d 932, 952 (9th Cir. 2002), reh'g granted en banc, 395 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2003), submission withdrawn, 403 F.3d 708 (9th Cir. 2005).

\textsuperscript{116} 395 F.3d at 952.

\textsuperscript{117} Unocal Corp., supra note 24 (follow "Human Rights and Economic Engagement" hyperlink).

\textsuperscript{118} 395 F.3d at 941.

\textsuperscript{119} Unocal Corp., supra note 24 (follow "Human Rights and Economic Engagement" hyperlink).

\textsuperscript{120} 395 F.3d at 941.

\textsuperscript{121} Id.

\textsuperscript{122} Id.

\textsuperscript{123} Id. John Haseman was "a former military attaché at the U.S. Embassy in Rangoon . . ." Id.
pipeline route; forced labor to work on infrastructure projects supporting the pipeline . . . ; and imprisonment and/or execution by the army of those opposing such actions . . . . Unocal, by seeming to have accepted [the Myanmar Military]'s version of events, appears at best naïve and at worst a willing partner in the situation.\textsuperscript{124}

While it is noted that the impeachment material in the \textit{Discussion Paper} was actually written after the prior inconsistent statements, it makes no difference to the impeachment value of the \textit{Discussion Paper} since the chronology of the inconsistent statements is irrelevant.

Indeed, Unocal's subsequent feigned adherence to various human rights principles is also impeached by Haseman's prior statements, indicated above, which were cited and relied upon by the Ninth Circuit in the motion for summary judgment. Haseman's allegations impeach Unocal's claim of compliance to:

1. The \textit{Global Compact} (Principle 1—"[b]usinesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights; and" Principle 2—"make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses;"\textsuperscript{125} and Principle 4—"the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour;" and Principle 5—"the effective abolition of child labour . . . .")\textsuperscript{126}

2. The \textit{Global Sullivan Principles} (Obligation to "[e]xpress our support for universal human rights and, particularly, those of our employees, the communities within which we operate, and parties with whom we do business . . . [c]ompensate our employees to enable them to meet at least their basic needs and provide the opportunity to improve their skill and capability in order to raise their social and economic opportunities . . . [p]rovide a safe and healthy workplace . . . [p]romote the application of these principles by those with whom we do business.");\textsuperscript{127}

3. The \textit{Universal Declaration of Human Rights};\textsuperscript{128} and

4. The \textit{U.S./U.K. Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights} (Identification of security risks: designed "to minimize risk and to assess whether [c]ompany actions may heighten [them;]")\textsuperscript{129}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{124} \textit{Id.} at 942 (emphasis added).
  \item \textsuperscript{125} The Ten Principles, supra note 49. The Ninth Circuit found that "a reasonable fact-finder could conclude that Unocal's alleged conduct met the actus reus requirement of aiding and abetting [forced labor] as we define it today," \textit{Unocal}, 395 F.3d at 952, and that, "[t]he evidence further supports the conclusion that Unocal gave 'encouragement' to the Myanmar Military in subjecting Plaintiffs to forced labor." \textit{Id.} at 952 n.29.
  \item \textsuperscript{126} The Ten Principles, supra note 49.
  \item \textsuperscript{127} \textit{Sullivan}, supra note 109.
  \item \textsuperscript{128} \textit{See supra} note 29.
  \item \textsuperscript{129} U.S. Dep't of State, supra note 7.
\end{itemize}
rights records: requiring an assessment of the human rights records and reputations, including past abuses and allegations of "public security forces, paramilitaries, local and national law enforcement";\textsuperscript{130} Interactions between companies and public security: insuring that companies have an interest and role in government action in the protection of human rights;\textsuperscript{131} Deployment and Conduct: "[t]he primary role of public security should be to maintain the rule of law, including safeguarding human rights"\textsuperscript{132} and refraining from using security forces implicated in human rights abuses.).\textsuperscript{133}

Additionally, other assertions of the Unocal Corporation are clearly self-serving and disingenuous, such as its claim in the Discussion Paper that it brought human rights experts to Burma/Myanmar who found no human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{134} However, these claims meld into hypocrisy upon discovery that the experts were not brought in until 1998, two years after the action was filed.\textsuperscript{135} These declarations are also soundly refuted by findings, made by Unocal’s prior experts, Robinson, Haseman,\textsuperscript{136} and others\textsuperscript{137} indicated above, which were made during the relevant period alleged in the Complaint.\textsuperscript{138} Thus, the defendants were attempting to use subsequent remedial action to refute prior misconduct and depended on mischaracterization to deceive the misinformed. This ill-conceived technique provided ample impeachment material for opposing counsel in the course of the litigation. It also ultimately backfired as a public relations gaffe in light of the settlement, in which a feeble defense of Unocal’s human rights record in the mutually agreed upon press release\textsuperscript{139} has resulted in greater impeachment of Unocal’s credibility.

Unfortunately, while voluntarism has been embraced by the global corporate community, the movement to reform corporate practices through binding norms has met with spirited, but foreseeable, re-

\textsuperscript{130} Id.
\textsuperscript{131} Id.
\textsuperscript{132} Id.
\textsuperscript{133} Id.
\textsuperscript{134} Unocal Corp., supra note 24 (follow “Human Rights and Economic Engagement” hyperlink).
\textsuperscript{135} Id.; see also Doe v. Unocal Corp., 963 F. Supp. 880 (C.D. Cal. 1997), dismissed on motion for summary judgment, 110 F. Supp. 2d 1294 (C.D. Cal. 2000), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, 395 F.3d 932 (9th Cir. 2002), vacated, reh’g granted en banc, 395 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2003), submission withdrawn, 403 F.3d 708 (9th Cir. 2005).
\textsuperscript{136} See Unocal, 395 F.3d at 939-42. See also supra note 123 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{137} See supra note 57 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{138} See Unocal, 963 F. Supp. at 883-86.
\textsuperscript{139} See Unocal Corp., supra note 24.
sistance. In addition to the attacks mounted by many Global Compact corporations against Resolution 2003/16, indicated above, the organized business community has taken the initiative in combating the ATCA. This posture contradicts the voluntary human rights norms many of these corporations have undertaken and serves to impeach their commitment. In the case of Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, many of the world’s leading business organizations filed an amicus brief urging the Supreme Court to nullify the ATCA. The brief argues that the statute “increasingly interferes with foreign investment and foreign relations.” In response, human rights advocates argue that the statute does not impact foreign investment or relations, as it only creates an action for the most egregious conduct since,

under current law, the ATCA applies only to slavery, torture, extrajudicial killing, genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and arbitrary detention. With that objectively verifiable clarification, we are left with the U.S. business community’s naked position that in order to compete in the global economy, they need to be free from the constraints of the ATCA, which prevents them from using slaves and torturing workers!

Business models that depend on these practices are per se indefensible as violating international law, accepted codes of moral conduct and the corporation’s own corporate human rights policy.

In an amicus brief in support of Respondent in the Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain case, attorney Terrence P. Collingsworth argued the inapplicability of the profit motive to justify the nullification of ATCA. Collingsworth asserted that, “Congress has determined that certain egregious conduct simply cannot be the basis for profitability,” despite the alleged “competitive disadvantage” the ATCA would place on

140. See Posner, supra note 97.

141. These organizations include the National Foreign Trade Council, USA *Engage, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, the United States Council for International Business, the International Chamber of Commerce, the Organization for International Investment, the Business Roundtable, the American Petroleum Institute and the U.S.-ASEAN Business Council. Brief for the National Foreign Trade Council et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioner, Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, 542 U.S. 692 (2004) (No. 03-339), 2004 WL 162760. These organizations “represent a substantial proportion of all entities doing business in the United States and internationally, and, . . . are also major players in the global economy . . . .” Id. at 3.

142. See id.

143. Id. at 5 (alteration in original). The brief also raises jurisdictional, separation of powers, and failure to provide for a cause of action issues. Id. at 13-23.

144. For a legal history of causes under ATCA, see generally Collingsworth, supra note 5, at 678-82.

U.S.-based companies. He cites as examples three corporations, Exxon Mobil, Unocal, and Coca-Cola, and effectively impeaches their roles as leaders in opposition to the ATCA based upon their voluntary commitment to human rights organizations and charters.

After identifying Exxon Mobil as a stakeholder in the amicus curiae brief in support of Petitioner, Collingsworth uses Exxon Mobil’s Corporate Citizenship Report and its membership in the U.S./U.K. Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights to impeach its position in the Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain case. Likewise, Collingsworth impeaches Unocal’s position by citing its own Code of Conduct, membership in U.S./U.K. Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights, as well as its reference to the U.N. Global Compact, and provides the same treatment to Coca-Cola via their Code of Business Conduct. Collingsworth concludes that none of “the hundreds of companies that make up the Business Amici [and who] publically [sic] extol their commitment to human rights . . . can assert even indirectly that the ATCA’s very limited application to extreme forms of human rights violations will subject them to any economic impact.”

This approach captures the efficacy of using voluntary corporate pledges for impeachment purposes and, contrary to assertions made by Collingsworth, validates the role of corporate voluntarism. These corporations and many more were impeached by their prior exhortations.

146. *Id.* See generally infra note 165.


148. *Id.* at 24.


150. ILRF Brief, *supra* note 147, at 25.

151. *Id.* at 26-27.

152. *Id.* at 28.

153. *Id.* at 28-29.

154. Collingsworth articulates what he considers to be the failure of voluntarism and observes,

The collective attack on the ATCA by the U.S. business community clarifies that any progress made in 'corporate social responsibility' is simply on paper. U.S. companies embrace social responsibility as a public relations exercise but have yet to make a commitment to any binding standards. That the ATCA applies only to slavery, torture, extra-judicial killing, genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity and arbitrary detention, and the business community is threatened by its application, exposes the extreme hypocrisy—and lack of trustworthiness—of this business community.


155. *See supra* note 141.
tions, not only in *Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain*, but also in the context of press releases, public statements, and condemnations.\(^{156}\) Collingsworth masterfully uses the fruits of voluntarism in his amicus brief in *Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain* to impeach Exxon-Mobil, Unocal, and Coca-Cola. Without their voluntary claims he would not have been able to impeach them, thus depriving him of an important weapon in his arsenal. Additionally, Collingsworth observed that the same corporations engaged in voluntarism brought suit through national and international commerce organizations, rather than in their own names, in order to preserve their anonymity.\(^{157}\) This reluctance to state their stance against the ATCA publicly bespeaks recognition of their untenable and contradictory position and the negative impact it can have on their public image and poignantly reveals the value of having them ‘on the record’ in the first place.\(^{158}\)

Critics who call for abandoning efforts to encourage corporate voluntarism as a vehicle for promoting human rights reveal a fundamental misconception of how human rights work is done. It is not a silver bullet that instantly conforms human behavior to its mandates; instead it is designed to encourage adherence by relentlessly building consensus, driving home the benefits of human rights compliance, and exposing volatile behavior with varying degrees of publicity in an effort to inexorably bring about compliance. Moreover, the first step is to obtain a commitment from the target entity, usually a state. This initial commitment is almost always voluntary and mirrors the foundational principles of all of the major international human rights treaties. Corporate voluntarism is modeled after this system and constitutes the first indispensable step in the human rights model. It was never meant

156. See ILRF Brief, *supra* note 147, at 23-30; see also Collingsworth, *supra* note 145.


158. There is some evidence that many corporations, especially those in the oil and natural gas extraction industry, foresaw the logical direction of voluntarism and resisted embracing human rights norms. Of over 2000 companies belonging to the Global Compact no U.S. oil or natural gas extraction company, except for Amerada Hess Corporation, is a member. Global Compact, [http://unglobalcompact.org](http://unglobalcompact.org) (follow “Search Participants” hyperlink) (last visited Oct. 17, 2005). Unocal delayed entering into the *U.S./U.K. Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights* until long after the suit was filed and the *Voluntary Principles* were established, ‘maintain[ing] that its own individual corporate code of conduct, as well as ‘Yadana project specific codes,’ which were used during the construction of the pipeline, [were] sufficient.’ Sarah M. Hall, *Multinational Corporations’ Post-Unocal Liabilities for Violations of International Law*, 34 GEO. WASH. INT’L L. REV. 401, 429 (2002). This delay suggests that at least some companies were dragged scratching and clawing into the voluntary schemata and resisted accepting voluntary norms because they recognized the inherent danger to their corporate culture. In less than one year after the announcement of its ATCA settlement, UNOCAL has opted to remove the Discussion Paper from its website, arguably to avoid further impeachment.
to be a total solution and is designed to work in conjunction with more binding norms; they are not mutually exclusive. "Here, as in human rights conventions, 'hard' law guarantees minimum standards, and voluntary codes (or conventions) encourage higher standards." Another principle goal of human rights initiatives is to encourage states to codify the norms agreed to in their domestic legislation. The ATCA serves this purpose, at least in a limited way, by providing a domestic cause of action for violation of the more basic norms of corporate behavior abroad.

Unfortunately, the business community is not alone in its attacks on the ATCA, as organs of the U.S. government have revealed their opposition to the statute. In the Unocal case, government lawyers filed a brief in support of the defendants' motion to dismiss. In Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, the government, as respondent, advocated, inter alia, for the inapplicability of the ATCA, claiming it fails to provide a cause of action. In the case of Doe v. Exxon Mobil, William H. Taft IV, the Legal Adviser for the U.S. State Department, responded to a request for information by the trial judge and stated, "adjudication of this lawsuit at this time would in fact risk a potentially serious adverse impact on significant interests of the United States...." This posture has come under attack by human rights advocates as they characterize the government's position as "need[ing] to have the flexibility to tolerate the commission of human rights abuses by corporations in order to promote their foreign policy [of encouraging robust investment]." Therefore, the government's arguments largely mirror those of the business community and are equally invalid. Instead of attacking the ATCA, business leaders and U.S. government officials should encourage adoption of alien tort

159. Engle, supra note 40, at 121.
160. Brief for the United States of America as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioner, Doe v. Unocal Corp., 395 F.3d 932 (9th Cir. 2002), vacated, reh'g granted en banc, 395 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2003), submission withdrawn, 403 F.3d 708 (9th Cir. 2005) (Nos. 00-56603, 00-56628), http://www.unocal.com/myanmar/suit-fed.htm (follow "U.S. Government" hyperlink).
164. Coliver, supra note 39.
statutes in other countries in order to level the playing field and, through solidarity amongst transnational corporations, compel host nations to abide by internationally accepted human rights norms.

Transnational corporations are among the most powerful and influential non-state actors on the global stage. Many corporations are wealthier than some countries or groups of countries. By virtue of this power, they must be bound by a minimum core standard of conduct and have the responsibility for requiring this level of conduct from their partners. The atrocities revealed in the Unocal case give powerful testimony to this proposition. Yet, this goal cannot be accomplished by voluntarism alone; nor is the imposition of unrealistic treaty obligations practical under the status quo. Resolution 2003/16 is soft law, but it provides for greater accountability and the promise of more binding norms in the future. The ATCA is a powerful tool for human rights advocates, but is limited in scope and applicability. Voluntarism needs to be encouraged as a resource for corporate leaders who evince a sincere wish to abide by human rights norms, but is insufficient alone. A legal framework of binding norms is necessary to compliment voluntarism. This legal framework is not only necessary for the observation of human rights, but also for the benefit of corporations. As Kofi Annan stated, "[t]he unequal distribution of benefits, and the imbalances in global rule-making, which characterize globalization today, inevitably will produce backlash and protectionism."  

CONCLUSION

The recent Unocal settlement is of great significance, as much because of its timing as its implications for corporate accountability. This development, which comes on the heels of unprecedented corporate voluntarism, helps to establish a responsibility for human rights obligations conceded by corporate enterprises and pushes forward the

165. While there is no foreign counterpart to the ATCA, domestic jurisdiction has been asserted by some European courts in cases alleging violations of human rights occurring internationally. Collingsworth, supra note 5, at 672. These cases include the attempts of Spain, Belgium, and Switzerland to prosecute Pinochet, a U.K. cause of action against British asbestos makers operating in South Africa, and French and Belgian causes of action against Unocal's French-based corporate partner (TotalFinaElf) in Burma/Myanmar. Id. at 672 & n.17.

166. The Supreme Court held against Alvarez-Machain finding that the conduct complained of, i.e. arbitrary detention of less than 24 hours, was insufficient to create a cause of action under the ATCA and therefore refused to expand the jurisdiction of the statute, but nonetheless declined to reduce its jurisdiction or grant the business community's request to nullify the ATCA. See Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, 542 U.S. 692, 697 (2004).

167. Annan, supra note 41.
evolution of corporate accountability through more binding norms. It also serves to deter other corporations from engaging in human rights violations abroad. "Under the new ATCA jurisprudence developed in Unocal, [multinational corporations] would be well-advised to consider foreign host governments' practices in the context of international law, specifically the eight acts that U.S. courts have recognized as violations of international law that are actionable under the ATCA."

Unocal's adoption of a human rights policy puts it "on the record," thereby cementing its responsibility. The Unocal case aptly illustrates this principle as the corporation is bound to its voluntary commitment and impeached by its transgressions. In its decision, the Ninth Circuit dismissed Unocal's Motion for Summary Judgment and found sufficient evidence of Unocal's complicity in massive human rights violations to proceed to trial. While reeling from the gravity of such atrocities, proponents for change must acknowledge that the ultimate responsibility for the abuse rests with the corporate leadership, and that executives are vulnerable to bad publicity. Human rights organizations must be prepared to match the corporate public relations spin with sufficient information to inform shareholders and others in order to aid them in changing dishonest and malevolent corporate practices.

The utility of using a corporation's human rights policies to impeach its own practices makes the value of corporate voluntarism apparent. In the larger context of lawsuits and public relations, the impeachment value of voluntarism is threefold. Corporations can be

---

169. Doe v. Unocal Corp., 395 F.3d 932 (9th Cir. 2002), vacated, reh'g granted en banc, 395 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2003), submission withdrawn, 403 F.3d 708 (9th Cir. 2005).
170. The decision in the Ninth Circuit reflects the culpability of the Unocal leadership, who during depositions, claimed to not even know if the Myanmar Military was providing security for the pipeline. Id. at 938. In depositions, both President Imle and CEO Beach claimed that they did not know if the Myanmar Military had a "contractual obligation" to provide security for Unocal and Beach further elaborated that he didn't know of "any support whatsoever of the military . . . either physical or monetary." Id. These self-serving and disingenuous assertions made under oath reveal the depths to which some corporate leaders will stoop by making obviously untrue denials of fact on the record. In its opinion, the Ninth Circuit articulated evidence contradicting these claims including, inter alia, a briefing book detailing the role of the Myanmar Military and prior reports by Robinson. Id. at 938-39. Additionally, President Imle admitted to the use of conscripted porters in depositions and publicly, but subsequently denied any human rights violations in a statement to the City of New York pursuant to a proposed New York City select purchasing law. Id. at 942.
171. See Engle, supra note 40, for a complete discussion of the benefits and techniques related to marketplace and shareholder (human rights) activism.
impeached for relying upon corporate neutrality arguments, such as cultural relativism, economic determinism, and non-intervention in domestic affairs, as inconsistent and contradictory to the universal human rights principles they have voluntarily adopted. Corporations can be impeached by their conduct when it runs afoul of human rights principles, and when they argue against binding norms, which they claim to already be following already, by citing economic impact. Though criticized by some, voluntarism is not merely an operation of corporate propaganda that is self-serving and non-binding; it binds corporations by their own admissions, serves to impeach their behavior and argument, and, whether intended or not, creates an atmosphere and infrastructure of rules that in the long run eschews the commission of atrocities. "[C]odes [of conduct] can be used to embarrass and shame the corporation . . . [i]f a corporation has expressly stated that it will respect human rights, even in a voluntary and nonbinding code of conduct, it will have greater difficulty defending itself credibly in court when it does not do so."\textsuperscript{172} Moreover, voluntarism prescribes proactive corporate responsibility and establishes a new intellectual grounding, a polemic that places primacy on human rights and welcomes corporate accountability.

By embracing corporate voluntarism, corporations are, sometimes unwittingly, laying the foundation for more binding norms. Their formidable opposition to Resolution 2003/16 and the ATCA is intellectually bankrupt as inconsistent with the human rights norms they espouse and claim to follow. Once responsibility is accepted, through voluntary or compulsory means, jurisdiction is established. Once established, jurisdiction empowers the human rights bodies to scrutinize corporate behavior. Resolution 2003/16 calls for a new set of principles designed to subtly prod corporations to live up to the broad-based claims\textsuperscript{173} made in their corporate human rights policies or extant in the principles of the U. N. Global Compact.\textsuperscript{174} This human rights jurisdiction follows the traditional template of self-reporting, transparency, international scrutiny and oversight, analysis of self-reported conduct and third party reports by the relevant U.N. body, and the pursuit of a friendly, and confidential, settlement of discrepancies. Additionally, this jurisdiction may lead to the adoption and application of closer scrutiny of transnational corporations' conduct by regional human rights organizations, such as organs within the Organization of Ameri-

\textsuperscript{172} Id. at 112.
\textsuperscript{173} See Norms, supra note 4.
\textsuperscript{174} See The Ten Principles, supra note 49.
can States (OAS). These initiatives can lead to more stringent sanctions with various levels of negative publicity, and resultant bad faith, designed primarily to halt on-going and future violations and not to serve as retribution for past conduct.

Indeed, the corporate opposition to the ATCA and Resolution 2003/16 seriously calls into question the sincerity of the corporate commitment to human rights. It suggests that corporations are only committed to human rights on paper and will only live up to their commitments if doing so will not diminish profits or result in the loss of foreign partners or customers. This position, in conjunction with corporate voluntarism, begs the following question: If corporations are really abiding by their human rights commitments, then what do they have to fear from international scrutiny and a slightly more effective enforcement scheme, which admittedly relies upon soft law norms? If corporations are not engaging in human rights violations, then they have nothing to fear, and their opposition is meritless. As Collingsworth observes, “Unless these companies are misrepresenting their compliance with their own standards, their assertion that the ATCA is a hindrance to their economic competitiveness is simply incredible.”

However, despite current questions of sincerity, corporate accountability has moved beyond the primitive jurisprudence of nihilism or corporate neutrality. This progress can be credited, at least in part, to voluntarism. By embracing voluntarism, corporations have made, perhaps unknowingly, a genuine commitment to human rights and thereby have rejected antithetical arguments sounding in corporate neutrality, such as cultural relativism, economic determinism, and non-intervention. They have abandoned the veil of neutrality and have begun an inexorable process that will eventually lead to binding corporate norms and international accountability.

175. Collingsworth, supra note 5, at 671.